
up.time 7. 2 - A Complete View of IT Health

In order to manage IT effectively, companies need a unified view of IT health, including all the layers and 

systems that provide services to the end-users. up.time’s latest release provides everything an IT 

manager and system administrator needs to stay in control of IT: 

1. Customizable and interactive views of the entire IT environment and service delivery (servers,

applications, IT services, and the network).

2. Visualization of the data that’s most important to you, regardless of your role in IT.

3. A simple way to see problem areas proactively, before they impact end-users.

4. Faster Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR) by getting from problem detection to problem fix as quickly

as possible.

5. Finally, an easy approach to measure IT success and communicate that success to the business.

See IT the Way You Want: 

 NEW: Interactive and Customizable Dashboards 

In up.time 7.2, IT managers and system administrators can now see IT 

exactly the way they want to, with interactive dashboards that provide a 

complete view of datacenter health and performance (across any device). 

A simple and intuitive drag and drop dashboard design combined with 

easy to use templates make building dashboards a breeze.  

In minutes, create interactive dashboards including: 

 Private dashboards showing what’s important to you.

 Shared team dashboards for the server team, application team,

capacity team, network team, etc.

 A NOC for the entire datacenter.

 Dashboards that visualize important IT data (world map views,

topology and dependency maps, grouped or individual

applications/infrastructure, etc.)



Simple Ways to Improve IT Service Delivery

IT’s most important job is to deliver services to the end-users. While a unified view of IT is the first step to 

improving IT service delivery, how can IT make actionable steps towards better performance and less 

downtime of IT assets and services? 

Proactively Spot Problems to Keep IT in the Green 

up.time now gives you a simple way to see potential problems areas before they hit end-users or impact 

availability targets with the new “Resource Hot Spot Report.” 

NEW: Resource Hot Spot Report 

This new report in up.time 7.2 helps IT spot infrastructure problems before they take down applications 

and services. It’s a key checkpoint report that quickly identifies servers and network devices that are 

having performance issues, so that IT can immediately identify the root 

cause and lower overall MTTR.   

The Resource Hot Spot Report shows you: 

 Which servers and network devices were the top consumers in

various resource usage categories (CPU, Memory, I/O, disk, etc.). 

 Which physical servers are running short on memory, or are

overworked. 

 If all network devices are correctly configured.

 If there is a configuration issue or a resourcing issue for

resource-strained elements. 

Report on IT Availability in Seconds 

Availability is one of the most important metrics that IT can track. Not only does it highlight IT success, 

but it also provides IT with a clear picture of what devices and services are having a negative impact on 

overall availability. Now, in up.time 7.2, you can easily report on uptime and see trends in availability on 

specific devices, applications, services, groups, or across the entire IT Infrastructure. In fact, this report is 

a great first step toward SLA reporting. 



 

NEW: Server Uptime Report 

The Server Uptime Report provides a simple but powerful 

snapshot of infrastructure availability. Drill down into availability 

data by month, week, day, or hour for unique element outages. 

For example, this report helps determine if it’s the outage 

frequency or its duration that is contributing to total downtime 

the most.  

The Server Uptime Report shows you: 

 What the overall uptime of the entire infrastructure is. 

 If you are meeting availability targets. 

 What the overall count of outages is and what the Mean-Time-To-Repair is when there is a failure. 

 Which elements or groups are experiencing the most downtime. 

 

Report on IT Success over Time 

Finally, IT needs to measure progress over time, in order to prove success to executives and Line-of-

Business managers. How can this be done easily and accurately, with tools already included in up.time? 

1. Use the Server Uptime Report to see availability over time. 

2. Run the “Incident Priority Quadrant” report on a monthly basis to see a visual representation of 

how availability is improving (filter by applications or infrastructure). Also use this to help prioritize 

what infrastructure and applications need your focus the most. 

3. Move toward complete SLA reporting, including both IT-based and executive-based reporting. 

New Platform Support in up.time 7.2 

Windows Server 2012 agent 

 

up.time 7.2 Gives a Complete View of IT Health: 

In up.time 7.2, IT has everything that it needs to help visualize the IT environment, increase performance 

and lower downtime. If you have any questions about how this new release of up.time can help improve 

your IT department, please contact us at sales@uptimesoftware.com. 
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